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ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 31. Length SpaesLet (X; d) be a metri spae1. A urve or path in X is a ontinuousmap � : I ! X, where I is some interval. The length L(�) of a urve� : [a; b℄! X is de�ned as(1.1) L(�) = sup kXi=1 d(�(ti�1); �(ti));where the supremum is taken over all subdivisionsa = t0 < t1 < � � � < tk = bof [a; b℄. We say that � is reti�able if L(�) < 1. If � : [a; b℄ ! Xis reti�able, then � : [a0; b0℄ ! X is reti�able for any [a0; b0℄ � [a; b℄.Vie versa, if � is de�ned on a general interval I, then we say that � isreti�able if � j [a; b℄ is reti�able for any ompat interval [a; b℄ � I.Let � : I ! X be reti�able. Then there is a non-negative integrablefuntion v = v� : I ! R, the speed of �, suh that(1.2) L(� j [a; b℄) = Z ba v(t) dtfor all ompat [a; b℄ � I. We say that � is parameterized by ar lengthif it has unit speed, v � 1.If ' : [a0; b0℄ ! [a; b℄ is a monotoni and ontinuous surjetion, thenL(� Æ ') = L(�). Vie versa, the ar length(1.3) s : [a; b℄! [0; L(�)℄; s(t) = L(�j [a; t℄)is a non-dereasing and ontinuous surjetion and~� : [0; L(�)℄! X; ~�(s(t)) := �(t);is well de�ned, ontinuous and parameterized by ar length.The length metri2 assoiated to d is(1.4) dL(x; y) := inffL(�) j � is a urve from x to yg:It is easy to see that dL is a metri and that(1.5) (dL)L = dL:We say that X is a length spae if d = dL. By de�nition, the usualdistane funtion on a Riemannian manifold is a length metri.1We allow that d assumes 1 as a value.2The terms inner metri and intrinsi metri are also ustomary.



4 WERNER BALLMANN1.6. Proposition. If X is omplete and for any pair x; y of points inX and any onstant " > 0 there is a z 2 X suh thatd(x; z); d(y; z) � 12 d(x; y) + ";then X is a length spae. �Now let X be a topologial spae. A length struture on X is a fun-tional L on the spae of ontinuous urves � : [a; b℄! X whih satis�esthe following four rules:1) Positivity: 0 � L(�) � 1.2) L(�1 � �2) = L(�1) + L(�2).3) Invariane under reparameterization: L(� Æ �) = L(�)if � : [a0; b0℄! [a; b℄ is a monotoni and ontinuous surjetion.4) Semiontinuity: If �n ! � uniformly, then L(�) � lim inf L(�n).The length funtional (1.1) on a metri spae is an example of a lengthstruture. Vie versa, if L is a length funtional on a topologial spaeX, then the length metri dL as in (1.4) is a pseudometri on X. Thetopology of dL is, in general, di�erent from the original topology of X.1.1. Metri Simpliial Complexes. Let X be a simpliial omplexof �nite dimension. Let V = VX be the set of verties of X. A pointx 2 X is given by its baryentri oordinates x : V ! [0; 1℄. Considerthe metri d2 on X de�ned by(1.7) d2(x; y) := �Xv2V j x(v)� y(v)j2	1=2:Restrited to any simplex S of X, d2 oinides with the Eulideanmetri on S, onsidered as the onvex hull of the unit oordinate vetorse0; : : : ; ek in Rk+1, where k = dimS. Note that the usual weak topologyon X is �ner than the topology on X indued by d2 with equality ifand only if X is loally �nite.1.8. Proposition. The metri d2 is omplete.Proof. Let (xn) be a Cauhy sequene in X. Then limxn(v) exists forany vertex v of X. Assume reursively that there are pairwise distintverties v0; : : : vk suh that x(vj) := limxn(vj) > 0 for 0 � j � k, andnote that this implies k � dimX. If x(v0) + : : : + x(vk) = 1, then xis a point of X and limxn = x. If x(v0) + : : : + x(vk) < 1, then therest 1�xn(v0)� : : :�xn(vk) is bounded away from 0 for all suÆientlylarge n and is distributed among other verties. For suh n, at mostdimX�k further verties an pro�t. Sine (xn) is a Cauhy sequene,it follows that there is another vertex vk+1 suh that limxn(vk+1) > 0.After at most dimX + 1 steps we obtain a limit point x in X. �



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 51.9. Proposition. The length metri dE assoiated to d2 is ompleteand dE � d2. Furthermore, dE(x; y) = d2(x; y) if x; y are ontained ina ommon simplex of X.Proof. The inequality dE � d2 is immediate from the de�nition of dEand the triangle inequality for d2. If x; y are in a ommon simplex S,then the line segment in S between x and y is a urve of length d2(x; y).Hene dE(x; y) = d2(x; y) for suh pairs x; y.Let (xn) be a Cauhy sequene in X with respet to dE. SinedE � d2, (xn) is also a Cauhy sequene with respet to d2, heneonverges to a point x 2 X with respet to d2, by Proposition 1.8. Forany vertex v of X with x(v) > 0, we have xn(v) > 0 for all n suÆientlylarge. For all suh n, xn and x are in a ommon simplex of X, and thendE(xn; x) = d2(xn; x) by the �rst part of the proof. Hene dE(xn; x)tends to 0 as n tends to 1. �1.10. Lemma. For any urve � : [a; b℄! X there is a subdivisiona = t0 < t1 < � � � < t2k = bof [a; b℄ suh that �(t2i�1) and �(t), t 2 [2i � 2; 2i℄, are ontained in aommon simplex of X, 1 � i � k.Proof. Let t 2 [a; b℄. There is " > 0 suh that �(s)(v) > 0 for allverties v with �(t)(v) > 0 and all s 2 [a; b℄ with j s � tj < ". Henefor any suh s, �(s) and �(t) are ontained in a ommon simplex. �Let � : [a; b℄! X be a urve. We say that � is pieewise linear if thereis a subdivision a = t0 < t1 < � � � < tk = b of [a; b℄ suh that �j[ti�1; ti℄is a line segment in a simplex of X, 1 � i � k. If � is pieewise linear,then � is reti�able of length P d2(�(ti�1); �(ti)).1.11. Corollary. In the notation of Lemma 1.10, replaing the legs�j[tj�1; tj℄ of � by the orresponding line segments from �(tj�1) to �(tj),1 � j � 2k, we obtain a pieewise linear urve of length at most thelength of �, onneting the same endpoints, and homotopi to � moduloendpoints.In the literature, the modi�ation of urves as in Corollary 1.11 isrefered to as the Birkho� urve shortening proess.Let F = (LS) be a family of length strutures on the simplies S ofX. We say that F is oherent if(1.12) LS(�) = LT (�)for all pairs of adjaent simplies S � T and urves � with image in S.We say that F is uniform if there is a onstant � � 1 suh that(1.13) ��1LE � LS � �LE



6 WERNER BALLMANNfor all simplies S, where LE denotes the length struture on S deter-mined by the metri d2. Let dF be the pseudometri on X assoiatedto the family F ,(1.14) dF (x; y) = infXL(�i);where the in�mum is taken over all onatenations of �nitely manyonseutive paths � = �1 � � � � � �m joining x to y, where eah leg �jis ontained in a simplex Sj and L(�j) is the length of �j in Sj withrespet to the given length struture on Sj.Lemma 1.10 implies that dE is the metri assoiated to the lengthstrutures LE on the simplies.1.15. Theorem. If F is oherent and uniform, then (X; dF ) is a om-plete length spae.Proof. Fix � as in (1.13). By Lemma 1.10, ��1dE � dF � �dE. HenedF is omplete. It is lear from the de�nition of dF and Proposition 1.6that dF is a length metri. �1.2. Notes. Rinow's book [Ri℄ ontains a rather detailed disussion ofreti�able urves and length metris. The �rst hapter of the leturenotes [Gr1℄ of Gromov ontains some interesting examples of lengthmetris. Our notion of length struture is somewhat di�erent from thenotion there. 2. Geodesi SpaesA urve � : I ! X is alled a geodesi if it has onstant speed v � 0and any t 2 I has a neighborhood U in I suh that(2.1) d(�(t0); �(t00)) = v � jt0 � t00jfor all t0; t00 in U . We say that a geodesi � : I ! X is minimal if (2.1)holds for all t0; t00 2 I. We say that X is a geodesi spae if for any pairx; y 2 X there is a minimal geodesi from x to y.2.2. Proposition. If X is omplete and any pair x; y 2 X has amidpoint, that is, a point m 2 X suh thatd(x;m) = d(y;m) = 12 d(x; y);then X is geodesi. More generally, if there is a onstant R > 0 suhthat any pair of points x; y 2 X with d(x; y) < R has a midpoint, thenany suh pair an be onneted by a minimizing geodesi. �



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 72.1. The Hopf-Rinow Theorem. In the metri theory of Riemann-ian manifolds, the theorem of Hopf and Rinow lari�es the existeneof minimal geodesis. Cohn-Vossen extended their theorem to loallyompat length spaes, see [Co℄.2.3. Lemma. Let X be a loally ompat length spae. Then for anyx 2 X there is an r > 0 suh that the following hold:(1) If d(x; y) � r, then there is a minimal geodesi from x to y.(2) If d(x; y) > r, then there is a point z 2 X with d(x; z) = r andd(x; y) = r + d(z; y):Proof. Sine X is loally ompat, there is an r > 0 suh that thelosed metri ball �B(x; 2r) is ompat. Let y 2 X. Then sine X is alength spae, there is a sequene �n : [0; 1℄! X of urves from x to ysuh that L(�n) ! d(x; y). Without loss of generality we an assumethat �n has onstant speed L(�n).If d(x; y) � r, then L(�n) � 2r for n suÆiently large. Then theimage of �n is ontained in �B(x; 2r) and �n has Lipshitz onstant 2r.Hene the sequene (�n) is equiontinuous and has a onvergent sub-sequene, by the theorem of Arzela-Asoli. The limit is a minimizinggeodesi from x to y, hene (1).If d(x; y) > r, then there is a point tn 2 (0; 1) suh that d(�n(tn); x) =r. A limit z of a subsequene of (�n(tn)) satis�es (2). �We say that a geodesi � : [0; !) ! X, 0 < ! � 1, is a ray if � isminimal and limt!! �(t) does not exist. The most important step inCohn-Vossen's argument is the following result.2.4. Theorem. Let X be a loally ompat length spae. Then for x; yin X there is either a minimal geodesi from x to y or else a unit speedray � : [0; !)! X with �(0) = x, 0 < ! < d(x; y), suh that the pointsin the image of � are between x and y; that is, if z is in the image of�, then d(x; z) + d(z; y) = d(x; y):Proof. Let x; y 2 X and assume that there is no minimizing geodesifrom x to y. Let r1 be the supremum of all r suh that there is a point zbetween x = x0 and y with d(x0; z) = r and there is a minimal geodesifrom x0 to z. Then r1 > 0, by Lemma 2.3. We let x1 be suh a pointwith Æ1 = d(x0; x1) � r1=2 and �1 a minimal unit speed geodesi fromx0 to x1. Sine there is no minimizing geodesi from x0 to y we havex1 6= y. Sine x1 is between x0 and y, any point z in the image of �1 isbetween x0 and y. There is no minimal geodesi � from x1 to y sineotherwise the onatenation �1�� would be a minimizing geodesi from



8 WERNER BALLMANNx = x0 to y. Hene we an apply the same proedure to x1 and obtainr2 > 0, x2 between x1 and y with Æ2 = d(x1; x2) � r2=2 and a minimalunit speed geodesi �2 from x1 to x2. Sine x2 is between x1 and y, anypoint in the image of �1 ��2 is between x0 and y. In partiular, �1 � �2is a minimal unit speed geodesi and x2 6= y. Proeeding indutively,we obtain a minimal unit speed geodesi� = �1 � �2 � �3 : : : : [0; Æ1 + Æ2 + Æ3 + : : :)! Xsuh that all points on � are between x and y. In partiular, � isminimizing. By the de�nition of r1 we have(r1 + r2 + : : :)=2 � ! := Æ1 + Æ2 + : : : � r1It remains to show that � is a ray. If this were not the ase, the limitlimt!! �(t) =: �x would exist. Sine there is no minimizing geodesifrom x to y we would have �x 6= y. But then there would be a (short)minimizing unit speed geodesi �� : [0; �r℄ ! X with �r > 0 suh that��(0) = �x and suh that all the points on �� would be between �x and y.Then all points on � � �� would be between x and y and, in partiular,�r � rn=2 for all n by the de�nition of rn. But this would ontradit�r > 0 and rn ! 0. �2.5. Theorem of Hopf-Rinow (loal). Let X be a loally om-pat length spae, and let x 2 X and R > 0. Then the following areequivalent:(1) Any geodesi � : [0; 1) ! X with �(0) = x and L(�) < R an beextended to the losed interval [0; 1℄.(2) Any minimal geodesi � : [0; 1)! X with �(0) = x and L(�) < Ran be extended to the losed interval [0; 1℄.(3) �B(x; r) is ompat for 0 � r < R.Eah of these implies that for any pair y; z of points in B(x;R) withd(x; y) + d(x; z) < R, there is a minimal geodesi from y to z.Proof. The onlusions (3) ) (1) and (1) ) (2) are lear. We prove(2) ) (3). Let r0 2 (0; R℄ be the supremum over all r 2 (0; R) suhthat �B(x; r) is ompat. We assume r0 < R. Let (xn) be a sequene in�B(x; r0). From (2) and Theorem 2.4 we onlude that there is a minimalgeodesi �n : [0; 1℄ ! X from x to xn. Then d(x; �n(t)) � tr0 for0 � t � 1, and by a diagonal argument we onlude that �n j [0; 1) has asubsequene onverging to a minimal geodesi � : [0; 1)! X. By (2), �an be extended to 1 and learly �(1) is the limit of the (orresponding)subsequene of (�n(1)) = (xn). Hene �B(x; r0) is ompat.Sine X is loally ompat, there is an " > 0 suh that �B(y; ") isompat for any y 2 �B(x; r0). But then �B(x; r0 + Æ) is ompat forÆ > 0 suÆiently small, a ontradition to the de�nition of r0. �



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 92.6. Theorem of Hopf-Rinow (global). Let X be a loally om-pat length spae. Then the following are equivalent:(1) X is omplete.(2) Any geodesi � : [0; 1)! X an be extended to [0; 1℄.(3) For some point x 2 X, any minimal geodesi � : [0; 1) ! X with�(0) = x an be extended to [0; 1℄.(4) Bounded subsets of X are relatively ompat.Eah of these implies that X is a geodesi spae, that is, for any pairx; y of points in X there is a minimal geodesi from x to y. �2.2. Isometries. Let X be a metri spae. We say that ' : X ! Xis an isometry if ' preserves distanes. For an isometry ' of X,(2.7) d' : X ! R; d'(x) = d(x; '(x));is alled the displaement funtion of '. We say that ' is semisimple ifd' ahieves its mimimum in X. If ' is semisimple and mind' = 0, thenwe say that ' is ellipti. Obviously, ' is ellipti i� it has a �xed point.If ' is semisimple and mind' > 0, then we say that ' is hyperboli.We say that ' is paraboli if d' does not ahieve a minimum in X.2.8. Proposition. If X is a geodesi spae and ' is a hyperboli isom-etry of X, then there is a unit speed geodesi � : R! X and a numbert0 > 0 suh that '(�(t)) = �(t+ t0)for all t 2 R. We say that � is an axis of '.Proof. Let x 2 X with d'(x) = mind'. Consider the geodesi segment� from x to '(x), and let y be the midpoint of �. Thend(y; x) = d(y; '(x)) = d(x; '(x))=2:Sine d('(y); '(x)) = d(y; x), we getd(y; '(y)) � d(y; '(x)) + d('(x); '(y)) = d(x; '(x)):It follows that d(y; '(y)) = mind' and that the onatenation of �with '(�) is a geodesi segment. Hene the onatenation � of all thesegments 'n(�), n 2 Z, is an axis of '. �2.3. Notes. Let X be the spae onsisting of two verties x; y and asequene of edges �n of length 1 + 1=n, n � 1. Then X with the in-dued length metri is a omplete length spae. However, X is not ageodesi spae sine d(x; y) = 1. One way of avoiding this phenome-non is to assume the �nitely many shapes ondition in [Br1℄. In ourdisussion below this problem does not appear, see Lemma 6.1 and itsonsequenes.



10 WERNER BALLMANN3. Curvature BoundsLet X be a metri spae. A triangle in X onsists of three unparam-eterized geodesi segments a; b;  in X, alled the edges or sides of thetriangle, whose endpoints math (in the usual way). The length of anedge is denoted by the same letter as the edge, what is what will belear from the ontext. As usual, the vertex opposite to an edge willalso be denoted by the same letter, but apitalized. The angle at thevertex will be denoted by the orresponding Greek letter.For � 2 R, we denote by Mn� the model spae of dimension n andonstant urvature �. That is, Mn� is the round sphere of radius 1=p�in Eulidean spae Rn+1 if � > 0, Eulidean spae Rn if � = 0, andhyperboli spae Hn of urvature � if � < 0. We letD� be the diameterof Mn� . We assume that the reader is somewhat familiar with thetrigonometry of M2� . One of the main tools is the osine formula fortriangles (a; b; ) in M2� of perimeter a+ b +  < 2D�,(3.1)  = �(a; b; );where � is an expliit funtion of a, b, and , whih is monotoniallyinreasing in a, b, and .3.1. Triangle Comparison. If � = (a; b; ) is a triangle in X, a tri-angle �� = (�a;�b; �) inM2� is alled an Alexandrov triangle or omparisontriangle for (a; b; ) if �a = a, �b = b, and � = . A omparison trianglefor � exists and is unique (up to ongruene) if its sides satisfy thetriangle inequalities(3.2) a � b + ; b �  + a;  � a+ band if its perimeter satis�es(3.3) a+ b +  < 2D�:If the sides of � are minimal, then the triangle inequalities (3.2) hold.3.4. Definition. We say that a triangle � is CAT(�) if its sides satisfythe inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) and ifd(x; y) � d(�x; �y)for all points x; y on the edges of � and orresponding points �x; �y onthe edges of the omparison triangle �� in M2� .The CAT ondition requires that a triangle � is not fatter than ��.3.5. Lemma. Let � = (a; b; ) and �0 = (a0; b0; 0) be triangles in X andassume that a = b0 and that [0 is a geodesi. If � and �0 are CAT(�)and �00 = (a0; b; [ 0) has perimeter < 2�D�, then �00 is also CAT(�).



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 11Moreover, if the length of a is stritly smaller than the distane of thepair of points on the omparison triangle ��00 orresponding to the pointsB and C on �00, then the distane of any pair x; y of points on the edgesof �00 whih are not on the same edge of �00 is stritly smaller than thedistane of the orresponding pair of points on ��00.Proof. Math the omparison triangles �� and ��0 inM2� along the sides�a and �b0. Let x = B = A0. Sine  [ 0 is a geodesi, we haved(y; y0) = d(y; x) + d(x; y0)for y 2  and y0 2 0 suÆiently lose to x. We laim that the innerangle of �� [ ��0 at �x is at least �. If not, there is a point z on a = b0di�erent from x suh that the minimal geodesi in M2� from �y to �y0passes through �z. Sine � and �0 are CAT(�),d(y; y0) = d(y; x) + d(x; y0)= d(�y; �x) + d(�x; �y0)> d(�y; �z) + d(�z; �y0)� d(y; z) + d(z; y0) � d(y; y0):This is a ontradition, hene the inner angle at �x is at least �. Inpartiular, the sides of �00 satisfy the triangle inequality (3.2).
�xFigure 1If the angle is equal to �, then �� [ ��0 is the omparison triangle of�00. Then it follows easily that �00 is CAT(�). If the angle is stritlybigger than �, the omparison triangle is obtained by straightening thebroken geodesi � � �0 of �� [ ��0, keeping the length of �b; �; �a0 and �0�xed. Now let Q be the union of the two triangular surfaes boundedby �� and ��0, and denote by Q� the orresponding surfae obtained



12 WERNER BALLMANNduring the proess of straightening at time � . The inner distane d� oftwo points on the boundary of Q� , that is, the distane determined bytaking the in�mum of the lengths of urves in Q� onneting the givenpoints, is stritly smaller than the orresponding distane at a latertime. The proof of this assertion is an exerise in the trigonometry ofM2� . At the �nal time ! of the deformation, Q! is a triangle in M2� ofperimeter < 2�D� and, therefore, the inner distane d! is equal to thedistane in M2� . The lemma follows. �3.6. Lemma. Let x 2 X and r 2 (0; D�=2). Assume that for any twopoints y; z 2 Br(x) there is a minimal geodesi in X from y to z andthat all triangles in B2r(x) with minimal sides and of perimeter < 4rare CAT(�).Then all geodesis in Br(x) are minimal in X, for all y; z 2 Br(x)a minimal geodesi from y to z in X is ontained in Br(x) and isthe unique geodesi onnetion in Br(x) between them. The geodesi�yz : [0; 1℄! Br(x) from y to z depends ontinuously on y and z.Proof. Let � : [0; 1℄ ! Br(x) be a geodesi. Suppose that � is notminimal. Then there is a maximal t� 2 (0; 1) suh that �1 = �j [0; t�℄ isminimal. Note that L(�1) < 2r. There is a Æ > 0 with Æ < t�; 1�t� suhthat �j[t��Æ; t�+Æ℄ is minimal and suh that L(�1)+L(�2) < 2r, where�2 = �j [t�; t� + Æ℄. Let y = �(t�), z1 = �(t� � Æ) and z2 = �(t� + Æ).We have(�) d(z1; z2) = d(z1; y) + d(y; z2):On the other hand, �j[0; t� + Æ℄ is not minimal, by the de�nition of t�.Let �3 be a minimal geodesi from �(0) to z2 = �(t� + Æ). Then(��) L(�3) < L(�1) + L(�2);and �3 is ontained in B2r(x) sine d(x; �(0))+ d(x; z2) < 2r. Now thetriangle � = (�1; �2; �3) has minimal sides and perimeter < 4r, and isontained in B2r(x). In the omparison triangle �� of � we get from(��) and (�), d(�z1; �z2) < d(�z1; �y) + d(�y; �z2)= d(z1; y) + d(y; z2) = d(z1; z2);a ontradition to � being CAT(�). Hene � is minimal.Now let y; z 2 Br(x) and � : [0; 1℄! X be a minimal geodesi fromy to z. Then � is ontained in B2r(x) and � together with minimalgeodesis from x to y and x to z forms a triangle � in B2r(x) withminimal sides and perimeter < 4r. Sine � is CAT(�) and r < D�=2,it follows that any point on � has distane < r to x.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 13Let y1; z1 and y2; z2 be two pairs of points in Br(x) and �1; �2 :[0; 1℄! X be minimal geodesis onneting them. Let �; !; � : [0; 1℄!X be minimal geodesis from y1 to y2, z1 to z2 and y1 to z2, respetively.If d(y1; y2); d(z1; z2) are suÆiently small, then the triangles (�1; !; �)and (�2; �; �) have perimeter < 4r and are therefore CAT(�). Thenthe distane between �1 and �2 an be estimated, via omparison tri-angles, in terms of the orresponding distanes inM2� . This implies theasserted uniqueness of �yz and the ontinuous dependene on the endpoints y and z. �3.7. Remark. The assumptions and assertions in Lemma 3.6 are notoptimal, ompare Lemmas 6.8, 6.10 below.3.2. Upper Curvature Bounds. We now ome to the de�nition ofupper urvature bounds. We start with the global version.3.8. Definition. Let � 2 R. We say that a metri spae X is CAT(�)if it satis�es the following two properties:(1) For all x; y 2 X with d(x; y) < D�, there is a geodesi in X oflength d(x; y) onneting x and y.(2) All triangles in X of perimeter < 2D� are CAT(�).The model spaes Mn� are the standard examples. More generally, aomplete Riemannian manifold with setional urvature � � is CAT(�)i� its injetivity radius is � D�. In partiular, De�nition 3.8 athesmore than upper bounds on the setional urvature. To remedy thiswe need to loalize the CAT property.3.9. Definition. We say that X has (Alexandrov) urvature at most�, in symbols : KX � �, if eah point x 2 X has a neighborhood Ysuh that Y together with the restrited metri is CAT(�).IfX is CAT(�), then the geodesi �xy as in De�nition 3.8.1 is the uniquegeodesi in X from x to y of length < D� and depends ontinuously onx and y. Moreover, for x 2 X and r < D�=2, the ball Br(x) is CAT(�).3.10. Exerises. 1) If X is CAT(�) with respet to a metri d, thenalso with respet to the metri d�, where d�(x; y) := minfd(x; y); D�g.2) A metri spae X is CAT(�) i�(1) For all x; y 2 X with d(x; y) < D�, there is a geodesi in X oflength d(x; y) onneting x and y.(2) For eah triangle (a; b; ) in X of perimeter < 2D�, we haved(C;M) � d( �C; �M);where M is the midpoint of  and �M the midpoint of the side � of theomparison triangle in M2� .



14 WERNER BALLMANN3.3. Angles. Let X be a spae with Alexandrov urvature KX � �.Let Y � X be CAT(�), and suppose that d(x; y) < D� for all x; y 2 Y .Let " > 0 and �1; �2 : [0; "℄ ! Y be two unit speed geodesis with�1(0) = �2(0) =: x. For s; t 2 (0; "), let �st be the triangle spanned by�1j[0; s℄ and �2j[0; t℄. Let (s; t) be the angle at �x of the omparisontriangle ��st in M2� . Then (s; t) is monotonially dereasing as s; tderease and hene(3.11) \(�1; �2) := lims;t!0 (s; t)exists and is alled the angle subtended by �1 and �2. The anglefuntion satis�es the triangle inequality(3.12) \(�1; �3) � \(�1; �2) + \(�2; �3):The triangle inequality is very useful in ombination with the fat that(3.13) \(�1; �2) = � if ��11 � �2 is a geodesi:Here ��11 is de�ned by ��11 (t) = �1(�t), �" � t � 0.The trigonometri formulas for spaes of onstant urvature showthat we an use omparison triangles in M2� as well, where � 2 R isarbitrary (but �xed), and obtain the same angle measure. In partiular,we have the following formula:(3.14) os(\(�1; �2)) = lims;t!0 s2 + t2 � d2(�1(s); �2(t))2st :If y; z 2 Y n fxg and �1; �2 are the unit speed geodesis from x to yand z, respetively, we set \x(y; z) := \(�1; �2).In a CAT(�) subspae Y � X, let xn ! x, yn ! y, and zn ! z withx 2 Y and y; z 2 Y n fxg. Then \xn(yn; zn) and \x(yn; zn) are de�nedfor all suÆiently large n and we have(3.15) \x(y; z) = lim\x(yn; zn) � lim sup\xn(yn; zn):The proof is a good exerise.In a CAT(�) subspae Y and points A;B;C with pairwise distanes< D�, we an speak of the triangle �(A;B;C) spanned by these pointssine there are unique geodesi onnetions between them.3.16. Proposition. Let X be CAT(�), � = �(A;B;C) be a trianglein X of perimeter < 2D�, and �� be the omparison triangle in M2�.(1) Then � � ��.(2) If d(x; y) = d(�x; �y) for one pair of points on the boundary of �suh that x; y do not lie on the same edge, or if � = ��, then � boundsa onvex region in X isometri to the triangular region in M2� boundedby ��.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 15Proof. The �rst assertion follows immediately from the de�nition ofangles sine triangles in X are CAT(�). The equality in (ii) is an easyonsequene of the last assertion in Lemma 3.5. �3.4. Baryenters. Let X be a metri spae and Z be a subset of X.For x 2 X let rad(x; Z) be the in�mum over all r � 0 with Z � Br(x).We all(3.17) radZ := inffrad(x; Z) j x 2 Xgthe irumradius of Z and a point x 2 X with Z � �BradZ(x) a irum-enter of Z. Cirumenters need not exist nor need they be unique.3.18. Proposition. Let X be a omplete CAT(�) spae and Z � X.If radZ < D�=2, then Z has a unique irumenter.Proof. We an assume that r = radZ > 0. Now r < D�=2. Hene forany " > 0 with r + " < D�=2 there is Æ > 0 suh that, for any threepoints x; y; z 2 X with d(x; y) � " and d(x; z); d(y; z) < r+ ", we haved(x;m) < maxfd(x; z); d(y; z)g � Æ;where m is the midpoint between x and y. Now uniqueness of theirumenter is immediate. It also follows that a sequene (xn) in Xwith rad(xn; Z) ! rad(Z) is Cauhy. Now X is omplete, hene weget existene of the irumenter. �Let X be a metri spae and � be a measure on X suh that g(x) =R d2(x; y)�(dy) is �nite for one (and hene any) x 2 X. We say thatx 2 X is a enter of gravity or a baryenter of � if g(x) = inf g. Thesame arguments as above give the following result.3.19. Proposition. Let X be a omplete CAT(�) spae and Z � X.If radZ < D�=2, then Z has a unique baryenter. �As an example, we disuss short loops on the unit sphere.3.20. Proposition. Let � : I ! S2 be a losed urve of length < 2�.Then the image of � has irumradius � L(�)=4 < �=2 with equalityi� it is a great irle ar of length L(�)=2.Proof. We assume that � is pieewise smooth and parameterized byar length. We will show that � is ontained in an open hemisphere.The rest of the proof is left as an exerise.For a unit tangent vetor v of S2, let �(v) be the number of timesthe parameterized great irle  : [0; 2�℄! S2 with 0(0) = v intersets�. For almost all v, �(v) is �nite and, sine � is losed, either 0 or � 2.



16 WERNER BALLMANNLet S be the set of unit tangent vetors v of S2 with �(S) � 2. Then,by Santalo's formula,L(�) = 18� ZUS2 �(v)�L(dv)= 18� ZS �(v)�L(dv) � 14� �L(S);where US2 denotes the unit tangent bundle of S2 and �L the Liouvillemeasure on US2. Now �L(US2) = 8�2 and L(�) < 2�. It follows that�L(S) < �L(US2), and hene there are unit tangent vetors v suhthat v does not interset �. It follows that � is ontained in an openhemisphere. �3.5. Filling. Let X be a metri spae. A polygon or, more preisely, ak-gon in X is a losed urve � : [a; b℄! X together with a subdivisiona = t0 < t1 < � � � < tk = b of [a; b℄ suh that eah leg �j[ti�1; ti℄ isa geodesi, where we ount indies modulo k. Somewhat sloppily, wealso use a sequenes (x1; x2; : : : ; xk) of points in X to denote a k-gononsisting of onseutive (hosen) minimal geodesis from xi�1 to xi,1 � i � k + 1 = 1, where we do not speify any parameterization.Let � 2 R. Assume that for all points x; y 2 X with d(x; y) < D�there is a minimal geodesi from x to y. Then to require that X isCAT(�) is equivalent to asking that for any trigon (x1; x2; x3) of length< 2D� there are a triangular region T in M2� , possibly degenerate,with boundary a trigon (�x1; �x2; �x3) suh that d(�xi; �xj) = d(xi; xj) anda ontration3 f : T ! X with f(�xi) = xi.3.21. Theorem. Let X be CAT(�). Let (x1; : : : ; xk), k � 3, be apolygon in X of length < 2D�. Then there is a onvex region P in M2� ,possibly degenerate, bounded by a polygon (�x1; : : : ; �xk) with d(�xi�1; �xi) =d(xi�1; xi), where we ount indies modulo k, and a ontration f : P !X with f(�xi) = xi.Proof. Let (x1; x2; x3) be a trigon in X as in the assertion. Choose atrigon (�x1; �x2; �x3) inM2� with d(�xi; �xj) = d(xi; xj). Note that d(xi; xj) <D� by the assumption on the length of the trigon. Let � : [0; 1℄ ! Xand �s : [0; 1℄ ! X, 0 � s � 1, be the minimal geodesis from x2to x3 and x1 to �(s), respetively. Similarly, let �� : [0; 1℄ ! M2� and��s : [0; 1℄ ! M2� , 0 � s � 1, be the minimal geodesis from �x2 to �x3and �x1 to ��(s), respetively. De�ne a map f on the triangular regionT spanned by (�x1; �x2; �x3) by f(��s(t)) = �s(t). For all r < s in [0; 1℄,3That is, f has Lipshitz onstant 1.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 17the triangle in X spanned by (x1; �(r); �(s)) has perimeter < 2D� andhene is CAT(�). It follows that f is a ontration.Let k � 4, and suppose that the assertion holds for (k � 1)-gonsof length < 2D�. Let (x1; : : : ; xk), be a k-gon of length < 2D�.Note that this implies that d(xi; xj) < D� for all i; j. We apply theindutive assumption to the (k � 1)-gon (x1; : : : ; xk�1). There is aonvex region Q in M2� , bounded by a polygon (�x1; : : : ; �xk�1) withd(�xi�1; �xi) = d(xi�1; xi), where we ount indies modulo k � 1, and aontration g : Q! X with g(�xi) = xi. Ifd(xk�1; x1) = d(xk�1; xk) + d(xk; x1);then we an hoose P = Q and f = g, exept that we introdue afurther vertex �xk on the leg from �xk�1 to �x1 of the boundary polygon.By Proposition 3.20, (x1; : : : ; xk�1) is ontained in an open hemi-sphere if � > 0. We assume now thatd(xk�1; x1) < d(xk�1; xk) + d(xk; x1);and let �xk be the point outside Q with d(�xk; �x1) = d(xk; x1) andd(�xk; �xk�1) = d(xk; xk�1). We let T be the triangular region spannedby (�x1; �xk�1; �xk) and set R = Q [ T .
�x1 �xk�xk�1

�xk�2Q
T

Figure 2We hoose a ontration h : T ! X with h(�xi) = xi, i = 1; k � 1; k,as in the ase of trigons onsidered above. Sine g and h are isometrialong the legs of the boundaries of Q and T , respetively, it follows thatg = h along the leg from �xk�1 to �x1. Hene we obtain a well de�nedmap f : R ! X with f(�xi) = xi. If the interior angles of R at �x1 and�xk�1 are � �, then R is onvex. In this ase we hoose P = R, andthen f : P ! X is a ontration as asserted.



18 WERNER BALLMANNWe assume now that at least one of the interior angles of R at �x1or �xk�1 is > �. Consider the length metri dR on R indued from themetri on M2� . It is easy to see that R is CAT(�) with respet to dR,see Subsetion 4.1 below. If the interior angle at �xk�1 is > �, thenthe segment from �xk�2 to �xk�1 onatenated with the one from �xk�1to �xk is a geodesi in R with respet to dR. The analogous statementholds if the interior angle at �x1 is > �. Hene with respet to dR,(�x1; : : : ; �xk�2; �xk) or (�x2; : : : ; �xk) is a geodesi (k�1)-gon in R to whihwe an then apply the indutive assumption. That is, there is a onvexregion P with appropriate points on the boundary and a ontrationh : P ! R as asserted. Now f : R ! X is a ontration with respetto dR, hene P together with f Æh satis�es the required properties. �3.22. Theorem (Reshetnyak [Re2℄). Let X be CAT(�) and  : [0; L℄!X be a unit speed urve of length L < 2D�. Then there is a onvexregion P in M2�, possibly degenerate, bounded by (the image of) a unitspeed urve � : [0; L℄! X, and a ontration f : P ! X with f Æ� = .Proof. Approximate  by polygons. �3.6. Notes. The aronym CAT was introdued by Gromov [Gr2℄. A-ording to [BH℄ the letters refer to E. Cartan, A.D. Alexandrov andToponogov. Our formulation in De�nition 3.8 was inuened by [KL℄.The books [BH℄ and [Ri℄ ontain more detailed introdutions into spaeswith upper urvature bounds. B. Kleiner [Kl℄ disusses regularity prop-erties spaes with upper urvature bounds. The artiles [LS1℄ and [LS2℄ontain nie and elementary results onerning suh spaes.Spaes with lower urvature bounds an be de�ned in a similar way.However, the world of suh spaes is very di�erent from what we en-ounter here, see [BBI℄, [BGP℄. If a loally ompat metri spae Xhas upper and lower urvature bounds and eah geodesi segment ofX is ontained in a omplete geodesi, that is, a geodesi de�ned onthe whole real line, then it is a manifold with a Riemannian metri ofsmoothness at least C1+�, see [ABN℄.There are other notions of urvature bounds. See [Ri℄ for a ompar-ison of some possibilities.4. ConstrutionsIn this setion we disuss some elementary onstrutions of spaeswith upper urvature bounds. The aim is to get new examples out ofexisting ones.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 194.1. Glueing. Let X1 and X2 be CAT(�). Let Z1 � X1 and Z2 � X2be D�-onvex subsets, that is, for any two points in Z1 of distane< D�, the unique geodesi in X1 onneting them is ontained in Z1,and similar for Z2. Assume also that Z1 and Z2 are ompat andisometri and �x an isometry i : Z1 ! Z2. Let(4.1) X := (X1 _[X2)= �;where � identi�es z 2 Z1 with i(z) 2 Z2. In other words, we use i toglue X1 to X2. As metri we use the given metris d1 on X1 and d2 onX2 for the orresponding subsets of X and, for x1 2 X1 and x2 2 X2,(4.2) d(x1; x2) = minfd1(x1; z) + d2(i(z); x2)g;where the minimum is over all z 2 Z1. Then X with metri d isCAT(�). Similarly, if X1 and X2 have urvature � � and Z1 � X1and Z2 � X2 are ompat and loally onvex, then X with metri d asabove also has urvature � �. The proof is left as an exerise.4.2. Cones. Let X be a spae with metri d. We de�ne a new metri\ on X by(4.3) \(x; y) := minfd(x; y); �g:The diameter of X with metri \ is � �. We think of \ as measuringan angle. We de�ne the �-one over X as spae(4.4) C�X = X � [0; D�=2)=X � f0gwith metri d�(4.5) d�((x; r); (y; s)) := �(r; s;\(x; y));where � is as in (3.1). We all the distinguished point o := X � f0gthe apex or origin of C�X. For � = 1, 0, or �1, we also speak of thespherial, Eulidean, or hyperboli one over X, respetively.Note that d� mimis the distane in a ball B2� of radius D�=2 in M2�with respet to polar oordinates about its enter, where \ stands forthe orresponding distane in the unit irle S1. In other words, B2� isisometri to the �-one over S1. More generally, the ball Bn� of radiusD�=2 in Mn� is isometri to the �-one over Sn�1.Let � = (�; �) : [a; b℄ ! C�X be a urve from (x; r) to (y; s). Then� is reti�able i� � and � are reti�able, and then the speeds satisfy(4.6) v2� = sn�(�)2v2� + v2�;where sn� solves the di�erential equation sn00�+� sn� = 0 with initialondition sn�(0) = 0, sn0�(0) = 1. This is the same formula as in thease of polar oordinates in B2�.



20 WERNER BALLMANNAssume now that � : [a; b℄! C�X is reti�able. A omparison urvefor � is a urve �� = (�� ; �) in B2�, where �� : [a; b℄! S1 is monotone withspeed v� . By de�nition, � and �� have the same speed and, hene, thesame length. In partiular, if � is a geodesi, then �� is a line segmentin B2� and, up to parameterization, � is a geodesi in X. Moreover,the triangle spanned by � and the geodesi segments from o to theendpoints of � is �-at, that is, its onvex hull is isometri to the regionspanned by a omparison triangle in B2�. Furthermore, if r; s > 0, thena geodesi from (x; r) to (y; s) passes through o i� \(x; y) = �.4.7. Proposition. C�X is CAT(�) i� X is CAT(1).Proof. We only show that C�X is CAT(�) if X is CAT(1). The otherdiretion will be lear from the arguments in the main Case 2a below.It suÆes to onsider triangles with minimal sides. Let � = (a; b; ) besuh a triangle. We distinguish four ases.Case 1a: The origin is a vertex of �, say o = a \ b. Then either o 2 ,and then  = a[ b and � is degenerate and hene CAT(�). Or else weare in the ase disussed above, and then � is �-at, hene CAT(�).Case 1b: The origin is on an edge, but is not a vertex. In this ase wesubdivide � into two triangles by introduing o as a further edge. Byapplying Case 1a and Lemma 3.5 we onlude that � is CAT(�).Case 2a: The origin is not on �. Let �, �, and  be the geodesis inX assoiated to a, b, and , respetively. That is, if we parameterizea on [0; 1℄, say, then a(t) = (�(t); �a(t)), and similarly for b and . We�rst onsider the main ase of the proof, namely that the perimeter ofthe triangle �X = (�; �; ) in X is < 2�. Sine o is not on any edgeof �, the lengths of the edges of �X are < �. Sine X is CAT(1), itfollows that the edges of �X are minimal. Therefore �X satis�es (3.2)and (3.3), and hene �X has a omparison triangle ��X = (��; ��; �) inthe unit sphere S2. With respet to parameterizations a = (�; �a),b = (�; �b), and  = (; �) as above, we obtain a omparison triangle�� = (�a;�b; �) = ((��; �a); ( ��; �b); (�; �))of � in B3�. Now �X is CAT(1). Hene by the de�nition of distanesin C�X it follows that � is CAT(�).Case 2b: The origin is not on an edge, but the assoiated triangle(�; �; ) has perimeter � 2�. Subdividing � into two triangles satisfy-ing the assumptions in Case 1 or Case 2a, we an apply Lemma 3.5 toonlude that � is CAT(�). �4.3. Tangent Cones. The tangent one is a replaement of the tan-gent spae of smooth manifolds. Tangent vetors orrespond to equiv-alene lasses of geodesi segments.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 21Let X be a metri spae with urvature KX � � and x be a point inX. Say that two geodesi segments �1 : [0; b1)! X and �2 : [0; b2) !X starting at x are equivalent if(4.8) limt!0 1t d(�1(t); �2(t)) = 0:The equivalene lass of a geodesi segment � : [0; b)! X starting at xis denoted �0(0) and alled the initial veloity of �. Any two geodesiswith the same initial veloity have the same speed.Let C 0xX be the set of all initial veloities of geodesi segments start-ing at x. There is a natural metri dx on C 0xX,(4.9) dx(�01(0); �02(0)) := limt!0 1t d(�1(t); �2(t)):The ompletion of C 0xX with respet to dx is alled the tangent oneof X at x, denoted CxX.Let D0xX � C 0xX be the set of equivalene lasses of unit speedgeodesis starting at x. It is immediate from (3.14) that two unitspeed geodesis �1 and �2 starting at x are equivalent i� \(�1; �2) = 0.Hene(4.10) \x(�01(0); �02(0)) := \(�1; �2)is a metri on D0xX, the angle metri. The ompletion of D0xX withrespet to \x is alled the spae of diretions at x, denoted DxX.4.11. Proposition. Let X be a metri spae with urvature KX � �and x be a point in X. Then CxX is CAT(0), DxX is CAT(1), andCxX = C0DxX, the Eulidean one over DxX.Proof. The main point of the proof is to show that geodesis in CxXare limits of geodesis in X (in a sense that will beome lear). Fort > 0, let Xt be the spae X endowed with metri dt := d=t. Note thatXt has urvature � t2j�j and that t2j�j ! 0 as t ! 0. Note also thatangle measurement does not depend on the sale.Let x 2 X. Let �0; �1 : [0; Æ) ! X be unit speed geodesis startingat x with \(�0; �1) :=  2 (0; �). Let a; b > 0. In what follows, we onlyonsider suÆiently small t 2 (0; 1) suh that (a+ b)t < minfÆ;D�=2gand suh that the ball of radius (a + b)t about x is CAT(�). Considerthe geodesis �0;t; �1;t : [0; 1℄! X,�0;t(s) := �0(sta); �1;t(s) := �1(stb);from x to Bt := �0(ta) and At := �1(tb), respetively. Their lengths inXt are a and b, respetively.In the Eulidean triangle � = (A;B;C) determined by sides a; bwhih meet at an angle , let  be the length of the side opposite .



22 WERNER BALLMANNLet �t : [0; 1℄ ! X be the minimal geodesi from At to Bt. Then by(3.14) and the osine formula of Eulidean geometry,os  = limt!0 t2a2 + t2b2 � d2(�0(ta); �1(tb))2tatb= 12ab �a2 + b2 � d2(�0(ta); �1(tb))t2 �= 12ab�a2 + b2 � 2�and hene limt!0Lt(�t) = limt!0 d(�0(ta); �1(tb))t = ;where Lt := L=t is the length funtional in Xt.Let � and � be the angles of � at A and B and �t; �t, and t bethe angles of �t = (At; Bt; x) at At; Bt and x =: Ct, respetively. Byde�nition, t !  as t! 0. Our next aim is to show that �t ! � and�t ! � as t ! 0. Sine X has urvature � t2j�j and the side lengthsof �t tend to the side lengths of � as t! 0, we havelim supt!0 �t � � and lim supt!0 �t � �:To show lim inft!0 �t � �, �x b0 > b. Let �0 = (A0; B; C) be the Eu-lidean triangle determined by sides a; b0 whih meet at an angle . Let�0 be the angle of �0 at A0. Consider A on the side a0 of �0 at distaneb from C and let �00 = \A(A0; B). Then � + �00 = �. On the otherhand, Let A0t := �1(tb0) and �0t = (A0t; Bt; x). Let �00t = \At(A0t; Bt).By what we showed above, the side lengths of the triangle (At; A0t; Bt)tend to the side lengths of (A;A0; B). Hene lim supt!0 �00t � �00. Now�t + �00t � �, hene lim inft!0 �t � �. By the analogous argument,lim inft!0 �t � �. Henelimt!0 �t = � and limt!0 �t = �:It then also follows that for any two points y and z on � and orre-sponding points yt and zt on �t we have limt!0 dt(yt; zt) = d(y; z).
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x = Ct = C
AtA0t BtEtb a

Figure 3Now �x r 2 (0; 1). Let Et = �t(r) and E be the orresponding pointon the side  of � (with d(A;E) = r d(A;B)). Thenlimt!0 dt(x; Et) = d(C;E) =: eby what we proved above. Let �t : [0; et℄! X be the minimal geodesifrom x to Et. By what we just said, Lt(�t) is approximately equal toe. Let " > 0. Then  � dt(At; Bt) = Lt(�t) � + "for all t suÆiently small. Let s < t and F = �t(es). Then sine theurvature of Xt is � t2j�j, hene almost � 0, we get thatdt(As; F ) � st (d(At; Et) + ") and dt(Bs; F ) � st (d(Bt; Et) + ")for all s and t suÆiently small. But thends(As; F ) � d(A;E) + " and ds(Bs; F ) � d(B;E) + ";and, therefore, the triangle (As; Bs; F ) in Xs is almost degenerate. Butthe urvature of Xs is almost 0, hene ds(F;Es) tends to 0 for s; t! 0.It follows that the sequene of equivalene lasses of the geodesis �tin TxX is Cauhy with respet to the metri dx. By onstrution, thelimit is a point E1 in TxX withds(A1; E1) = d(A;E) and ds(B1; E1) = d(B;E);where A1 and B1 denote the equivalene lasses of �1 and �0 in TxX,respetively. The rest of the proof that TxX is CAT(0) is now similarto the proof of Proposition 4.11. Note that it suÆes to show thattriangles with end points in C 0xX are CAT(0).



24 WERNER BALLMANNFor r � 0 and a diretion �0(0) 2 CxX, let r�0(0) be the diretiondetermined by the geodesi segment �(rt), 0 � t < ". Clearly anydiretion v 2 CxX an be represented as rv with v 2 DxX. By (3.14),d2x(rv; sw) = r2 + s2 � 2rs os\(v; w);hene CxX is the Eulidean one over DxX. By Proposition 4.11, DxXis CAT(1) with respet to the angle metri. �4.4. Produts and Spherial Joins. LetX1 andX2 be metri spaeswith metri d1 and d2, respetively. We equip the produt X = X1�X2with the Eulidean produt metri d given by(4.12) d2((x1; x2); (y1; y2)) := d21(x1; y1) + d22(x2; y2):Then a urve � = (�1; �2) in X is a geodesi i� �1 is a geodesi in X1and �2 is a geodesi in X2. It follows that X is CAT(0) if X1 and X2are CAT(0). More generally, if � � 0, then X is CAT(�) if X1 and X2are CAT(�).We de�ne the spherial join X1 �X2 of X1 and X2 to be the spaeof diretions of C0X1 � C0X2 at the distinguished point (o1; o2),(4.13) X1 �X2 := D(o1;o2)(C0X1 � C0X2):If X1 and X2 are CAT(1), then C0X1 and C0X2 are CAT(0). ThenC0X1 � C0X2 is CAT(0) as well, and hene X1 �X2 is CAT(1). If Y1and Y2 are spaes with upper urvature bounds and y1 2 Y and y2 2 Y2are points with Dy1Y1 = X1 and Dy2Y2 = X2, thenD(y1;y2)(Y1 � Y2) = X1 �X2:It is onsistent with the de�nition that we have (or set)X � ; = ; �X = X:We view X1 = D(o1;o2)(C0X1 � fo2g) and X2 = D(o1;o2)(fo1g � C0X2)as subspaes of X1 �X2. Under this identi�ation, eah point of X1 isonneted to eah point of X2, in X1 �X2, by a geodesi of length �=2.The niest examples of spherial joins are unit spheres,(4.14) Sm � Sn = Sm+n+1:The spherial join of Sn with a single point is a losed unit hemisphereof dimension n + 1. More generally, the spherial join of Sn with adisrete set is a family of hemispheres, indexed by the disrete set, andglued along the ommon equator Sn.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 254.5. Simpliial Complexes. AnMn� -simplex is the intersetion of n+1 losed half spaes in Mn� in general position. For � = 1, 0, or �1, wealso all suh a simplex a spherial, Eulidean, or hyperboli simplex,respetively.Let S be an Mn� -simplex. Then diamS < D� and S is onvex,that is, for any two points x; y 2 S, the minimal geodesi from x toy lies inside S. For any x 2 S, the tangent one CxS in the sense ofSubsetion 4.3 is naturally equal to the losed, onvex subset of vetorsv in TxMn� suh that the geodesi determined by v is ontained in Sfor some initial time.The boundary of S is the union of Mk� -simplies, 0 � k < n. If xis a point in the interior of a k-simplex T on the boundary of S, thenCxS is naturally equal to the produt TxT � (CxS \NxT ), where NxTis the normal spae to T at x, that is, the orthogonal omplement ofTxT in TxMn� . The set LxS = DxMn� \NxT is a spherial simplex. Bywhat we said in Subsetion 4.4,DxS = DxT � LxT:This formula also holds for x in the interior of S sine then LxS = ;beause of NxS = f0g.Let X be a �nite dimensional simpliial omplex. An M�-strutureonX is a length struture onX with respet to whih all the n-simpliesof X are Mn� -simplies, for all n 2 f0; : : : ; dimMg. For � = 1, 0, or�1, we all suh a struture also a (pieewise) spherial, Eulidean, orhyperboli struture, respetively.Let F be an Mn� -struture on X. Let x be a point in the in-terior of some simplex T in X. Then the link LxX of x in X isthe simpliial omplex onsisting of the simplies LxS, where S runsover the simplies S ontaining T . By what we said above, the Mn� -struture on X indues a spherial struture on the link LxX. More-over, DxX = DxT � LxX.Assume now that � 2 f1; 0;�1g and that F is uniform in the senseof (1.13). In our ontext this means that there is a uniform lower andupper bound on the lengths of the edges of X. Let x 2 X. Then,by uniformity, there is an " > 0 suh that the ball B"(x) is isometrito the ball of radius " about the apex in the spherial, Eulidean, orhyperboli one over DxX, respetively. Hene by Proposition 4.7 andits spherial and hyperboli siblings, X has urvature � 1, 0, or �1,respetively, i� DxX is CAT(1) for all x in X. Sine for eah x 2 X,DxX = DxT �LxX, and the link of a point in the interior of a simplexT ours as a link in the spae DvX, where v is any vertex of T , we



26 WERNER BALLMANNonlude that X has urvature � 1, 0, or �1, respetively, i� DvX isCAT(1) for all verties v of X.4.6. Notes. In the Appendix of [BBu℄ there is a disussion of upperurvature bounds for pieewise smooth metris on simpliial omplexesof dimension two. The situation in higher dimension is unlear ingeneral, see [Ko℄ for the ase of two manifolds glued together alongtheir boundaries. Note that the Eulidean plane minus the open unitdis is a spae with nonpositive urvature. The orresponding assertionin higher dimension is learly false. Compare also [ABB℄.5. Buildings as Metri SpaesA Coxeter omplex is a onneted simpliial omplex assoiated toa group of reetions. The reader not familiar with Coxeter omplexesand groups of reetions should think of the following simple examples.5.1. Examples. (1) Let S be the boundary of the standard n-simplex.Then via restrition, the symmetries of S are in one-to-one orrespond-nee with the permutations of the verties of S. The baryentri sub-division S 0 of S is invariant under the group of symmetries W of S,and S 0 is a Coxeter omplex with Coxeter group W (of type An). Eahorbit of W meets eah hamber of S 0 exatly one. Moreover, W isgenerated by the reetions about the odimension one simplies ofany of the hambers of S 0.(2) The Eulidean plane subdivided into triangles with angles(�=p; �=q; �=r)with (p; q; r) = (3; 3; 3) or (2; 4; 4) or (2; 3; 6), respetively, is a Cox-eter omplex. The group W generated by reetions about (the linesspanned by) the edges is a Coxeter group (of type ~A2; ~B2, and ~G2, re-spetively), and W is atually generated by the reetions about theedges of one triangle of the subdivision.5.2. Definition. A Tits building is a simpliial omplex X togetherwith a family of subomplexes A, alled apartments, suh that eahapartment is a Coxeter omplex and suh that(1) for any two simplies S; T of X, there is an apartment ontainingboth of them;(2) for any two simplies S; T of X and apartments A;B ontainingthem, there is an isomorphism i : A! B �xing S and T pointwise.5.3. Remarks. (1) The isomorphism i in (2) is only assumed to be anisomorphism of apartments, not an isomorphism of X.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 27(2) Letting S = T be the empty simplex in X, we get from (2) thatany two apartments of X are isomorphi.A Tits building is a onneted hamber omplex. A Tits building isalled thik if eah odimension one simplex is adjaent to at least threehambers.Let X be a hamber omplex of dimension n and with set V =VX of verties. A labeling of X is a map l : V ! L, where L is aset of n + 1 elements, alled labels, suh that for eah hamber S ofX the restrition of l to the verties of S is a bijetion to L. Forexample, the baryentri subdivision of a hamber omplex is labeledby the dimension of the original simplies ontaining the verties ofthe subdivision. More important for us: Coxeter omplexes admitlabelings, and their labelings are unique up to a bijetion between thesets of labels.5.4. Lemma. Buildings admit labelings.Proof. Let X be a Tits building of dimension n, and let S � X be ahamber. Choose a labeling lS : VS ! L, where L is a set with n + 1elements. Let v be a vertex in X. Let A be an apartment ontainingS and v. Sine A is a Coxeter omplex, there is exatly one labelinglA : VA ! L extending the labeling LS of S. Set l(v) := lA(v). ByProperty 5.2.2, l(v) is well de�ned. By Property 5.2.1, l is a labelingof X. �The following result presents one of the main tools in the theory of Titsbuildings.5.5. Lemma. Let X be a Tits building, A � X be an apartment andS � A be a hamber. Then there is a unique map r : X ! A with:(1) r(x) = x for all x 2 A.(2) If B is an apartment ontaining S, then r : B ! A is the uniqueisomorphism as in Axiom 5.2.2 �xing S.Moreover, r is a label preserving hamber map and r�1(S) = S.Proof. Property (2) tells us how to de�ne r. De�nition 5.2 tells us thatthis works. �We say that a Tits building is a spherial, Eulidean, or hyperbolibuilding, if its assoiated Coxeter omplex is a sphere, a Eulideanspae, or a hyperboli spae, respetively. Note that in these ases, theCoxeter groups at by isometries on their Coxeter omplexes.Let X be a Tits building of one of the above types. Let A be anapartment in X. Endow A with the orresponding standard Riemann-ian metri of onstant setional urvature. By restrition, this also



28 WERNER BALLMANNendows the simplies of A with smooth Riemannian metris of on-stant setional urvature. Fix a hamber S in A and let T be anyother simplex in X. Let B be an apartment ontaining S and T andi : B ! A be the unique isomorphism �xing S. De�ne a smoothRiemannian metri on T by pulling bak the Riemannian metri onits image in A under i. By Property 5.2.2, the indued metri on Tdoes not depend on the hoie of B. We all this pieewise smoothRiemannian metri the standard metri on X. Exept for saling inthe Eulidean ase, the standard metri is unique.The standard metri indues a length metri on X. We will getto this metri in a more diret way. To that end hoose an apart-ment A on X and endow A with the standard metri dA. Let Bbe another apartment of X. De�ne a metri dB on B by settingdB(x; y) := dA(i(x); i(y)), where i : B ! A is an isomorphism. Sineany two isomorphisms B ! A di�er by an element of the Coxetergroup of A and the Coxeter group of A ats by isometries, dB does notdepend on the hoie of i.Let x; y be points in X. Choose an apartment B ontaining x andy and set d(x; y) := dB(x; y). If C is another apartment ontainingx and y, there is an isomorphism j : B ! C �xing x and y. Byde�nition, isomorphisms between apartments are isometries. Hene dis a well de�ned funtion on X � X. It is not a priori lear that dsatis�es the triangle inequality, whereas positivity and symmetry areobviously satis�ed. The proof of the triangle inequality will be basedon the following lemma.5.6. Lemma. Let S be a hamber ontained in an apartment A of X,and let r : X ! A be the assoiated retration as in Lemma 5.5. Thend(r(x); r(y)) � d(x; y);for all x; y 2 X. If x is a point in S, thend(x; r(y)) = d(x; y):Proof. Let x 2 S. Let B be an apartment ontaining S and y. Thenr : B ! A is the unique isomorphism �xing S and y and hene anisometry with respet to dB and dA. Therefored(x; y) = dB(x; y) = dA(r(x); r(y)) = d(r(x); r(y)):This proves the seond assertion sine r(x) = x.To show the �rst assertion, we reall that r is a hamber map, thatis, r maps hambers isomorphially onto hambers. In partiular, rpreserves the length of urves of the standard pieewise smooth Rie-mannian metri. We will use now that the metris on the apartments



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 29are the length metris of this Riemannian metri. Let x; y 2 X. Choosean apartment B in X ontaining x and y. Let � : [0; 1℄! B be a min-imal geodesi in B from x to y. Thend(r(x); r(y)) = dA(r(x); r(y)) � L(r Æ �) = L(�) = dB(x; y): �5.7. Lemma. The funtion d is the length metri assoiated to the stan-dard pieewise smooth Riemannian metri above. In partular, d isomplete and for any two points of distane < D�, there is a minimalgeodesi onneting them.Proof. Let x; y; z be points in X. Let A be an apartment ontaining xand z and r : X ! A be a retration as in Lemma 5.5. Thend(x; z) = dA(r(x); r(y))� dA(r(x); r(y)) + dA(r(y); r(z))= d(r(x); r(y)) + d(r(y); r(z))� d(x; y) + d(y; z);by Lemma 5.6 and the triangle inequality for dA. It follows that d is ametri.Now let x; y in X and � : [0; 1℄ ! X be a urve from x to y. LetA be an apartment ontaining x and y and r : X ! A be a retrationas in Lemma 5.5. Sine r is a hamber map, r preserves the length ofurves. Hene L(�) = L(r Æ �) � dA(x; y) = d(x; y):On the other hand, the minimal geodesi in A from x to y has lengthdA(x; y) = d(x; y). �5.8. Theorem (Bruhat-Tits [BT℄). The standard metri d on X isCAT(�) with injetivity radius equal to diameter,injX = diamX = D�;where � = 1; 0 and �1, respetively.For the de�nition of injetivity radius, we refer to the beginning ofSubsetion 6.2.Proof of Theorem 5.8. By de�nition, the diameter of X is equal tothe diameter of its apartments, hene diamX = D�. Note also thatgeodesis in apartments realize distane in X up to length D�.Let x; y be points in X of distane < D� and A an apartment on-taining them. Let �0 : [0; 1℄! A be the unique minimal geodesi in Afrom x to y. Let �1 : [0; 1℄ ! X be another geodesi of length d(x; y)from x to y. Let t 2 [0; 1℄ and S � A be a hamber ontaining �0(t).



30 WERNER BALLMANNLet r : X ! A be the retration assoiated to S and A as in Lemma 5.5.Now r preserves the lengths of urves, hene rÆ�1 : [0; 1℄! A is a on-stant speed urve from x to y of length � d(x; y). Hene r Æ �1 = �0.On the other hand, the preimage of S under r onsists of S only.Hene �1(t) = �0(t) and, therefore, �1 = �0. This does not quite showinjX = D� in the sense of our de�nition. However, together with theCAT property whih we show next, the laim about injX follows.Triangles in X of perimeter < 2D� have sides of length < D� andhene are determined by their end points. Let � = (x; y; z) be atriangle in X of perimeter < 2D�. Let A be an apartment ontainingx and y. Now A is isometri to Mn� and hene ontains a omparisontriangle �� = (x; y; �z) of (x; y; z) (in a opy of M2� � A). Let S � A bea hamber ontaining �z. Let r : X ! A be the retration assoiatedto S and A as in Lemma 5.5. Then, by the hoie of �z,d(x; r(z)) � d(x; z) = d(x; �z);d(y; r(z)) � d(y; z) = d(y; �z):Hene the omparison triangle �� is obtained from the triangle (x; y; r(z))in A �= Mn� by inreasing the distane of the third vertex to the vertiesx and y. Sine r does not inrease distanes, it follows that �� is atleast as fat as �. Hene X is CAT(�). �5.1. Notes. The book [Bro℄ ontains a nie introdution to Coxeteromplexes and Tits buildings. It also ontains more on the geometryof Tits buildings. In [CL℄, [Le℄, [Ly℄, there are interesting geometriharaterizations of Eulidean buildings. Geodesi ows on Eulideanbuildings play a role in the disussion in [BBr℄.6. Loal to GlobalIn this setion, we present the proof of the Hadamard-Cartan The-orem for simply onneted, omplete metri spaes with non-positiveAlexandrov urvature. We start with an important lemma of Alexanderand Bishop whih states, in e�et, that geodesis segments of length< D� in spaes of Alexandrov urvature � � do not have onjugatepoints, see [AB1℄.6.1. AB-Lemma. Let X be a omplete metri spae with KX � � and� : [a; b℄! X a geodesi segment of length < D�.Then there is a Æ > 0 suh that for all points x 2 BÆ(�(a)) andy 2 BÆ(�(b)) there is a unique geodesi �xy : [a; b℄ ! X from x to ylose to �. Moreover, any triangle (�xy; �xz; �yz), where x 2 BÆ(�(a)),y; z 2 BÆ(�(b)), and �yz is minimal from y to z, is CAT(�).



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 31Proof. We an assume [a; b℄ = [0; 1℄. For 0 � L � L(�) onsider thefollowing assertion A(L):Given " > 0 small there is Æ > 0 suh that for any subsegment�� = x0y0 of � of length at most L and any two points x; y withd(x; x0); d(y; y0) < Æ there is a unique geodesi �xy from x to y whosedistane from �� is less than ". Moreover, jL(�xy)� L(��)j � " and anytriangle (�xy; �xz; �yz), where d(x; x0); d(y; y0); d(z; y0) < Æ and where�yz is minimizing from y to z, is CAT(�).Choose r > 0 suh that B3r(z) is CAT(�) for all points z on �. ThenA(L) holds for L � r. We show now that A(3L=2) holds if A(L) holdsand 3L=2 � L(�) < D�:Choose � > 0 with L(�) + 3� < D�. Then L + 2� < 2D�=3 andtherefore there is a onstant � < 1 suh that for any two geodesis��1; ��2 : [0; 1℄!M2� with ��1(0) = ��2(0) and with length at most L+2�we have(�) d(��1(t); ��2(t)) � �d(��1(1); ��2(1)); 0 � t � 1=2:Now let �� = x0y0 be a subsegment of � of length 3l=2 � 3L=2 andlet " > 0 be given. Choose "0 > 0 with "0 < minf"=3; �g, and letÆ < minfÆ0; Æ0(1� �)=�g, where Æ0 is the value for "0 given by A(L).Subdivide �� into thirds by points p0 and q0. Let x; y be points suhthat d(x; x0); d(y; y0) < Æ. By A(L) there are unique geodesis �xq0from x to q0 and �p0y from p0 to y of distane at most "0 to x0q0 andp0y0, respetively. Furthermore, their lengths are in [l � "0; l + "0℄ andthe triangles ( �x0q0; �xq0; �xx0) and ( �p0y0; �p0y; �yy0) are CAT(�). Henewe an apply (�) to the midpoints p1 of �xq0 and q1 of �p0y and obtaind(p0; p1); d(q0; q1) � �maxfd(x; x0); d(y; y0)g < �Æ < Æ0:By A(L) there are unique geodesis �xq1 from x to q1 and �p1y from p1to y of distane at most "0 to x0q0 and p0y0, respetively. Furthermore,their lengths are in [l� "0; l+ "0℄ and the triangles (�xq0 ; �xq1; �q0q1) and(�p0y; �p1y; �p0p1) are CAT(�). Hene we an apply (�) to the midpointsp2 of �xq1 and q2 of �p1y and obtaind(p1; p2); d(q1; q2) � �maxfd(q0; q1); d(p0; p1)g < �2Æ:Hene by the triangle inequalityd(p0; p2); d(q0; q2) < (�+ �2)Æ < Æ0:Reursively we obtain geodesis �xqn from x to the midpoint qn of �pn�1yand �pny from the midpoint pn of �xqn�1 to y of distane at most "0 tox0q0 and p0y0, respetively. Their lengths are in [l � "0; l + "0℄ and the



32 WERNER BALLMANNtriangles (�xqn�1 ; �xqn; �qn�1qn) and (�pn�1y; �pny; �pn�1pn) are CAT(�).Furthermore, we have the estimatesd(pn�1; pn); d(qn�1; qn) < �nÆand d(p0; pn); d(q0; qn) < (�+ : : :+ �n)Æ < Æ0:In partiular, the sequenes (pn); (qn) are Cauhy. Sine X is omplete,they onverge. If p = limpn and q = lim qn, thend(p0; p); d(q0; q) � �1� �Æ < Æ0and hene, by A(L), the geodesis �xqn and �pny onverge to �xq and �py.By onstrution, p 2 �xq and q 2 �py. Therefore, by the uniquenessof �pq, the geodesis �xq and �py overlap in �pq and ombine to give ageodesi �xy from x to y. The length of �xy is given byL(�xq) + L(�py)� L(�pq);hene jL(�xy) � L(�)j < " by A(L) and sine "0 < "=3. The lastassertion of the lemma follows by subdividing the triangles suitably. �6.1. Short Curves and Homotopies. Let X be a omplete metrispae. For l 2 [0;1℄, we say that a urve � : [a; b℄ ! X is l-short ifL(�) < l. We say that a homotopy H : [0; 1℄ � [a; b℄ ! X is l-short,or, for short, that H is an l-homotopy, if L(H(s; �)) < l for all s. Notethat 1-short is the same as reti�ability.6.2. Definition and Exerise. Say that a urve � : [a; b℄! X is abroken geodesi if there is a subdivision a = t0 < t1 < � � � < tk = b of[a; b℄ suh that j [ti�1; ti℄ is a geodesi, 1 � i � k.Let X be a omplete metri spae with KX � �. Use Birkho� urveshortening to show that any urve � : [a; b℄ ! X is homotopi to abroken geodesi and that for any homotopy H : [0; 1℄ � [a; b℄ ! Xbetween broken geodesis �0 = H(0; �) and �1 = H(1; �), there is ahomotopy G : [0; 1℄ � [a; b℄ ! X with �0 = G(0; �), �1 = G(1; �),G(s; a) = H(s; a), G(s; b) = H(s; b), and suh that �s = G(s; �) is abroken geodesi, 0 � s � 1.The above exerise shows that any urve is homotopi to a reti�ableurve. Brue Kleiner observed that Birkho� urve shortening appliesto spaes with upper urvature bounds and that it implies existeneresults for geodesis. The following result is exemplary.6.3. Lemma. Let X be a omplete metri spae with KX � �. Let� : [0; 1℄! X be a D�-short urve. Then there is a unique (D�-short)homotopy H : [0; 1℄� [0; 1℄! X of � = H(0; �) suh that �s = H(s; t),



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 330 � t � s, is a geodesi from �(0) to �(s) of length � L(�j [0; s℄) andsuh that H(s; t) = �(t) for t � s.Proof. We an assume that � is parameterized by ar length. Let A bethe set of r 2 [0; 1℄ suh that there is a homotopy H : [0; r℄� [0; 1℄ !X of � with the asserted properties for all s 2 [0; r℄. For any suhhomotopy,(�) L(H(s; �)) � L(�) < D�:Hene H is unique, by Lemma 6.1.We have 0 2 A, hene A 6= ;. We show next that A is open andlosed. By (�) and Lemma 6.1, for all s � r suÆiently lose to rthere is a unique geodesi �s : [0; s℄ ! X from �(0) to �(s) loseto �r = H(r; �). Moreover, sine the triangles spanned by �s1 , �s2and a shortest geodesi between �s1(s1) and �s2(s2) are CAT(�), theextension H(s; t) = (�s(t) if t � s;�(t) if t � s;for all s suÆiently lose to r, is ontinuous. Hene A is open. Togetherwith uniqueness, the latter argument also implies that A is losed.Hene A = [0; 1℄, and the lemma follows. �6.4. Lemma. Let X be a omplete metri spae with KX � �. Let R bea topologial spae and � : R � I ! X be a ontinuous map suh thatthe urves �r := �(r; �) are D�-short. For eah r 2 R, let Hr = Hr(s; t)be the homotopy of �r as in Lemma 6.3. Then the mapH : R � I � I ! X; H(r; s; t) = Hr(s; t);is ontinuous.Proof. Sine Hr(s; t) = �(r; t) for t � s and � is ontinuous, it suÆesto prove ontinuity on the set of (r; s; t) with t � s. For suh a triple(r0; s0; t0), we apply Lemma 6.1 to the geodesi Hr0(s0; t), 0 � t � s0.There is a Æ > 0 suh that for all points x 2 BÆ(�r0(0)) and y 2BÆ(�r0(s0)), there is a unique geodesi xy : [0; s0℄ ! X from x to yand lose to Hr0(s0; t), 0 � t � s. It is then lear that for t � sHr(s; t) = �(r;0);�(r;s)(st=s0)as long as r is suÆiently lose to r0. �Lemma 6.4 says that a ontinuous family of D�-urves an be deformedto a family of geodesis, keeping end points and bounds on lengths.



34 WERNER BALLMANN6.5. Lemma. Let X be a omplete metri spae with KX � �. Let x; ybe points in X and H : [0; 1℄� [0; 1℄! X be a D�-homotopy of urvesfrom x to y suh that �0 = H(0; �) and �1 = H(1; �) are geodesis. Then�0 = �1.Proof. ByLemma 6.4 we an assume that, for eah s 2 [0; 1℄, H(s; �) isa geodesi from x to y. By Lemma 6.1, H(s; t) does not depend on s.Hene �0 = �1. �6.6. Corollary. A D�-short geodesi �0 is the unique urve of mini-mal length among all urves � with the same end points and suh thatthere is a D�-homotopy from �0 to � keeping end points. �6.7. Lemma. Let X be a omplete metri spae with KX � �. Letx 2 X and H : [0; 1℄� [0; 1℄! X be a D�-homotopy with H(s; 0) � x.Assume that �0 = H(0; �), �1 = H(1; �), and �2 = H(�; 1) are D�-shortgeodesis with L(�0) + L(�1) + L(�2) < 2D�:Then the triangle (�0; �1; �2) is CAT(�).Proof. By Lemma 6.4 we an assume that, for eah s 2 [0; 1℄, H(s; �)is a geodesi. By Lemma 6.1, the triangles H(s1; �); H(s2; �); �2j[s1; s2℄are CAT(�) for all s1; s2 2 [0; 1℄ suÆiently lose. Now the assertionfollows from Lemma 3.5. �6.2. Global Comparison. Let X be a omplete length spae withKX � �. For x 2 X, we let inj(x) 2 (0;1℄ be the supremum over allradii r suh that for any point y 2 Br(x) there is exatly one minimalgeodesi from x to y. We all inj(x) the injetivity radius of X at xand injX = inffinj(x) j x 2 Xg the injetivity radius of X.6.8. Proposition. Let X be a omplete metri spae with KX � �.Let x 2 X and assume inj(x) � r for some r 2 (0; D�℄. Then we have:(1) For eah y 2 Br(x), there is a unique geodesi �y : [0; 1℄ ! Xfrom x to y in Br(x). Moreover, �y depends ontinuously on y and isa shortest urve in X from x to y.(2) Any triangle in X of perimeter < 2r with one vertex in x is on-tained in Br(x) and satis�es CAT(�).Proof. Let y 2 Br(x). By the de�nition of inj(x), there is exatly onegeodesi �y : [0; 1℄ ! X from x to y of length < r. By the triangleinequality, �y is ontained in Br(x). To show that �y is minimal, let � :[0; 1℄! X be another urve from x to y of length < r. By Lemma 6.3,there is a D�-short homotopy of � to a geodesi�1 with the same endpoints and at most as long as �. By the de�nition of inj(x) we have



ON THE GEOMETRY OF METRIC SPACES 35�1 = �y. Hene �y is unique. From Lemma 6.1 we onlude that �y isontinuous in y.Let � be triangle of perimeter < 2r and with one vertex in x. Bythe triangle inequality, � is ontained in Br(x). Hene � is of theform (�y; �z; �). Now � is ontained in Br(x), hene there is a D�-short homotopy from �y to �z keeping the initial point x �xed. HeneLemma 6.7 applies and shows that � is CAT(�). �6.9. Proposition. Let X be a omplete length spae with KX � �.(1) If X is loally ompat and x 2 X satis�es 0 < inj(x) < D�, thenthere is a geodesi loop at x of length 2 inj(x).(2) If X is ompat and 0 < injX < D�, then X ontains a losedgeodesi of length 2 injX.Proof. Let (yn) be a sequene of points with d(x; yn)! inj(x) suh thatthere are two di�erent minimal geodesis �n; �n : [0; 1℄! X from x toyn. Now X is a loally ompat and omplete length spae. Hene thelosed ball of radius 2 inj(x) is ompat. It follows that, after pasingto a subsequene if neessary, �n ! � and �n ! �, where � and � areminimal geodesis from x to a point y 2 X with d(x; y) = inj(x). It isimmediate from Lemma 6.1 that � 6= �.Suppose that � onatenated with ��1 is not a geodesi loop, thatis, is not a geodesi at y. Then the angle between ��1 and ��1 at y is< �. This implies that there is a non-onstant geodesi  : [0; ")! Xwith (0) = y suh that the angles between  and ��1 and between and ��1 at y are < �=2.By Lemma 6.1, there are geodesis �s and �s from x to (s) lose to� and �, respetively. It follows from (3.15) that the angles betweenj[s; ") and ��1s and between j[s; ") and ��1s at (s) are < �=2 for alls > 0 suÆiently small. But then L(�s) < L(�) and L(�s) < L(�) forall s > 0 suÆiently small. On the other hand, L(�) = L(�) = inj(x).This ontradits the uniqueness assertion in Lemma 6.8. The �rstassertion follows.Let X be ompat and assume that 0 < injX < D�. By the �rstpart, there is a sequene of geodesi loops �n : [0; 2℄ ! X suh thatL(�n) ! 2 injX. Now X is ompat, hene after passing to a subse-quene if neessary �n ! � , where � : [0; 2℄ ! X is a geodesi loopin X of length 2 injX. Let x = �(0) and y = �(1). Then x and y areonneted by two di�erent geodesis of length injX, namely the twolegs of � between them. Hene inj(x) = inj(y) = injX. It follows fromAssertion (1) that � is a geodesi loop at x and at y, hene that � is alosed geodesi. �



36 WERNER BALLMANN6.10. Proposition. Let X be a omplete metri spae with KX � �.Let x 2 X and assume inj(x) � r for some r 2 (0; D�=2℄. Then wehave:(1) For all y; z 2 Br(x), there is a unique geodesi �yz : [0; 1℄ ! Xfrom y to z in Br(x). Moreover, �yz depends ontinuously on y and zand is a shortest urve in Br(x) from y to z.(2) Any triangle in Br(x) of perimeter < 4r is CAT(�).Proof. Let y; z 2 Br(x). Let �y and �z be the geodesis from x toy and x to z, respetively, as in Proposition 6.8. Let �0 = ��1y . ByLemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.4, there is a D�-short homotopy from theurve �0��zj[0; s℄ to a geodesi �s from y to �z(s), 0 � s � 1, suh that�s(t) is ontinuous in (s; t). Let �yz := �1. Then L(�1) � L(��1y ��z) <2r. By Lemma 6.7, the triangle(��1y ; �yz; �z) = (�0; �1; �z)is CAT(�). Now balls of radius r in M2� are onvex. Hene �yz isontained in Br(x).Let (�0; �1; �) be a triangle in Br(x) of perimeter < 4r, where �0and �1 onnet y to z0 and z1, respetively and � onnets z0 and z1.We also assume �rst that all three geodesis have length < 2r. Let��s = ��1y � ��(s), a urve of length < 2r � D� from y to �(t). ByLemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.4, there is a D�-short homotopy from thefamily ��s to the family of geodesis s in the D�-homotopy lass of��s. By what we said above, 0 = �0 and 1 = �1. By Lemma 6.4,(�0; �1; �) is CAT(�).It remains to show that geodesis in Br(x) are minimal in Br(x)and, therefore, of length < 2r. The argument is as in the proof ofLemma 3.6. �6.11. Theorem of Hadamard-Cartan. Let X be a omplete andsimply onneted metri spae with KX � 0. Then X is CAT(0).Proof. Let � : [0; 1℄! X be a path from x to y. By Exerise 6.2, thereis a homotopy of � to a urve of length < 1 from x to y. Hene byLemma 6.3, there is a geodesi from x to y.As for uniqueness, if �0 and �1 are geodesis from x to y, then sineX is simply onneted, there is a homotopy between them keepingendpoints. By Exerise Lemma 6.2 we an assume that the urves insuh a homotopy have lengths < 1. Hene �0 = �1, by Lemma 6.5.The rest is immediate from Propositions 6.8 and 6.10. �6.3. Notes. Many of the idea disussed here have their origin in globalRiemannian geometry. For example, many of the ideas in Subsetions
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